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IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE ORAKZAL AT BABAR MELA

BBA No. 29/4 of 2022 

Almas Khan etc. Vs State

Serial No of 
order or 

proceedings

Date of 
Order

Proceedings

Order or other Proceedings with Signature of Judge or 
Magistrate and that of parties or counsel where necessary

1 2 3
Order 10/05/2022 Accused/petitioners on ad-interim pre-arrest bail

present.

2. This is the disposal of Pre arrest bail application 

presented by accused/petitioners Almas Khan, Haji 

Malook, Muhammad Saeed, Noor Zaman, Abad Gul, Aqal 

Meen, Gul Majeed, Guloon Jan, Muhammad Ameer, Shal 

Muhammad, Kachkol Khan, Awal Meen Shah, Moeen 

Khan, Ashiq Meen, Faiz Muhammad, Zaal Muhammad, 

Zarmeen, Wrekhmin Shah and Abdul Wazir, all residents 

of Qaum Feroz Khel, Tehsil Lower of District Orakzai.

3. Complainant reported that he was present at coal 

mine situated at Chapri Feroz Khel, Marghio Chan. The 

elders of Qaum Feroz Khel and some other persons duly 

armed and have sticks came to the spot and started beating 

of the complainant and used abusive language. They also 

demolished the coal mine and machinery of the 

complainant. Resultantly, criminal law was brought into 

motion and FIR bearing No.24 dated: 15-03-2022 was 

registered u/s-341/352/447/427/504/506/148/149 of the 

Pakistan Penal Code, 1860 in Police Station, Kalaya. 

Accused presented instant pre-arrest bail petition which is 

under consideration.

4. Arguments of counsel for the accused/petitioners and 

learned APP for State assisted by learned private counsel 

for the complainant heard and record perused.

5. On tentative assessment of record, it reveals that 

motive in shape of dispute over landed property is existing. 

All of the petitioners have specifically been named in the 

contents of FIR. Above all, neither mala fide nor intention 

to disgrace and dishonor on part of the complainant or



O--
prosecution is being surfaced.
6. For what has been discussed above, instant pre arrest 

bail petition stands dismissed. Ad-interim pre arrest bail 

earlier granted to the accused/petitioners is hereby recalled. 

File of this Court be consigned to District Record Room 

after its necessary completion and compilation within the 

span allowed for; whereas, copy of this Order be placed on 

record of Police to be returned accordingly.

7. Announced in open Court.
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